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* Commonwealth Edison

|S &la e igan
Zion, Ilknob 60099
Telephone 708 / 746 2084-

November 29, 1990

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555

Dear Sir:

The enclosed Licensee Event Report number 90-011-01, Docket Nos.
50-295/DPR-39 and 50-304/DPR-48 from Zion Generating Station is being
transmitted to you in accordance with the requirements of
.10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B), which requires a 30 day written report when any
operation or condition occurs that is prohibited by the plant's Technical
Specifications.

Very truly yours, '

1a 91
4 T P. Joyce

.

// Station Manager
Zion Generating Station

TPJ/bg

Enclosure: Licensee Event Report

cc: NRC Region III Administrator
.NRC Resident Inspector
INP0 Record Center
CECO Distribution List
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facility Name (1) Docket Number (2) .fage_131

Z1 sit ua.it 1 LlLlLlLlLLZl9 I 5 tbc1LoJ1
Title (4)*

llttC9nLt9112d_ReoI19Lht OLYeDiltleu e
- LIEDLDalt_l5) _LL!Lthimber (6) d p. ort Date (7) Other racillties Invoired (8)
Month Day Year Year /// Sequential

j///jj/
Revision Month Day Year Facility Names Docket Number (s) _/

j//j/j Numher / Numbar_

Zion Unit 2 JLil0..10 lo_la_ In_lt

0_LL Lit _210 91 9 0Iii1 _L! 1 1|1 2b 9 10 l | | | | [l
- -

THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10CFROPER M
ec ne r m re e win 9) (IM

H00E (9)
5 ___ 20.402(b) ._ 20.405(c) _ 50.73(a)(2)(lv) _ 73.71(b)

POWER __ 20.405(a)(1)(1) _ 50.36(c)(1) _ 50.73(a)(2)(v) _ 73.71(c)

| |0 __ 20.405(a)(1)(ii) _ 50.36(c)(2) .__ 50.73(a)(2)(vil) _ Other (SpecifyLEVEL

._ 20.405(a)(1)(til) _L 50.73(a)(2)(1) _ 50.73(a)(2)(vlii)(A) in Abstract_L101
////////////////////////// 20.405(a)(1)(lv) . 50.73(a)(2)(ii) __ 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(0) below and in

.__

////////////////////////// _ 20.405(a)(1)(v) ._ 50.73(a)(2)(lll) _ 50.73(a)(2)(x) Text)

LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12)

Name TELEPHONLHUMER
AREA CODE

.feltl.ht.d.dfilER Coordinator ext. 2487 710|8 7 14 16 I -lLlD_lL14_ !

COMPLETE QNE LINE FOR MCtLC_QHEQNJNT FAILURE dei (RIBID IN THIS REPORT (13)R
;

CAUSE SY$TEH COMPONENT MANUFAC- REPORTABLE CAUSE SYSTEM COMPONENT MANUFAC- REPORfABLE

TURER TO NPRDS TURER _Jo NPRDS
'

I I I I I I l N | | | | | 1| .

i 1 1 1 I I I I 1I I I l-l j

' SUPPLEMENTAL REPORT EXPECTED (14) Expected tionth | day _1 lear I
*

Subeission

Zixe1.ntyes.completeExPECTEDSuen11SIONDATE) 71NO Date (15) |j-|,
ABSTRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e. approximately fifteen single-space typewritten lines) (16) '

On 4/10/90, while a reactor head vent was in progress, it was realized that if any channel of the !
IContainment Purge monitor 1(2)R-PR09 was inoperable, then a reactor vessel head vent was an uncontrolled

release, because the head vent' rig bypasses the Containment Atmosphere monitor 1(2)R-PR40 sample point. The {

ralease is still monitored, as the Ventilation Stack radiation monitors are downstream of 1(2)R-PR09, but the i

Stack monitors have no control function. A head' vent is considered equivalent to a Containment Purge, and j
thus this event is reportable under 10CFR50.73(a)(2)(1)(B).

The root cause of this event is a failure to realize the routing of the tygon-vent rig bypassed the
1(2)R-PR40 monitor sample point. This was due in part to modifications to the radiation monitoring system j

!'and. changes in Technical Specifications after use of the head vent rig had become standard practice.

The head noble gases are sampled and the activity is quantified prior to-release. At no time were any
dose rate limits exceeded. There was therefore no safety significance to this event.

The corrective actions for this event are to impose stricter procedural controls on the actions required j

for head vent releases.
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LlGEll1[LEYERLREORT (LER) TEXT CON 11N9AT10N Fora.Re 2.0
FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) __LLLtEL@Ek (6) Page (3)

/j/j/j
/ Sequential /jj Revision//Year,

fH __thmhtL_ /H _-.lfvaktL
_Zign Unit-1 0|5|0 L.QJ 0|2[.Jh 910 - 0 LLl 1 - 0I1 LlL _0L LlJ_

TEXT Energy Industry Identification System (E!!S) codes are identified in the text as (XX)

A. C0tlDL110tLfRIQR TO EVEMI

H0DE 5 - Cold Shu Wown RX Power 0 RCS (AB) Temperature / Pressure -0- 'F/ -0- psig

B. DESCRIE110N Of EVENI

There was no equipment out of service prior to this event that contributed to the severity of the
event.

A reactor head vent is an operation that is performed during maintenance, when it is desired to
remove gases from the reactor that may be trapped in the head region of the vessel. It is done
concurrent with a normal Containment Purge, and at the time of the event, the same procedure
requirements applied to a Containment Purge and to a head vent. This operation is performed when
draining the Reactor Coolant System, to reduce hydrogen concentration and remov( fission product gases.
It should be noted that this is done only af ter a regular degas has been performed, which will remove
most of the fission product gases. The procedure (Halntenance Instruction) directs operators to use a
head vent rig, which is a tygon tubing arrangement that routes the gases from the head vent valves to
the exhaust ducting of the Containment Purge System. This is an operation that has been conducted at
Zion Station every refueling outage since the first refueling outage on Unit 1.

During a normal Containment Purge, Technical Specifications and procedures require that either
1(2)R-PR09 or 1(2)R-PR40 be operable. 1(2)R-PR09 is a three channel radiation monitor that samples the
Containment Purge exhaust ducting. 1(2)R-PR09 channels A, B, and C are capable of tripping shut the
Containment. Purge Valves. 1(2)R-PR40 is a System Particulate Iodine and Noble Gas (SPING) monitor that
samples the containment atmosphere at the 617' level. Only 1(2)R-PR40 channels 1 and 5 are capable of
tripping shut the Purge valves. Channel 3, the Iodine channel, is not capable of tripping the Purge
valves. These monitors are considered redundant by the Technical Specifications. However, because the
lodine chtnnel of the SPING cannot shut the Containment Purge Valves, the procedure requires that the
1(2)R-PR090 channel be operable at all times during a Containment Purge.

On 4/10/90, while a reactor head vent <as in progress, it was realized that if any channel of the
-1/(2)R-PR09 monitor was inoperable, then the head vent was an uncontrolled release, because the head
vent rig bypasses the 1(2)R-PR40 sample point. This means that there would be no autom4 tic closure of
the Containment Purge Valves if the head vent activity were to exceed the monitor setpoln';. The release
was still monitored, by the downstream Ventl',ation Stack radiation monitors which were (perable.
However, the Stack monitors have no contro' function. It should be noted that the 1(2)l-PR40 was
installed in the early 1980's timeframe, and the Radiological Ef fluent Technical Specif , cations (RETS)
were implemented in September of 1986. So the current situation has evolved over many years,
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_Zign Unit 1 0|5|0._1010121915 910 - _Q,,)1i1 - 0|1 0 13 0F 0|3
TEXT Energy Industry identification System (Ells) codes are identified in the text as (XX]

'C. APPARENT CAUSE OF EVENT

The root cause of this event is a failure to realize that the routing of the tygon vent rig
bypassed the 1(2)R-PR40 monitor sample point. This was due in part to the addition of the 1(2)R-PR 40
monitors and changes in Technical Specifications which allowed the use of 1(2)R-PR40 as a backup to
'1(2)R-PR09, after use of the head vent rig had become standard practice. This resulted in a procedural
deficiency that permitted head vent releases with the same requirements as a Containment Purge and
consequently less than conservative monitoring requirements for the head vent. This was not a problem i

when use.of the vent rig was instituted, because the 1(2)R-PR40 monitors had not yet been installed.
Prior to the RETS changt, 1(2)R-PR09 was always required to be operable whenever a Containment Pur0e and
head vent was in progress.

D. $AFETY ANALYSIS OF EVENT

The reactor vessel he.d noble gases are sampled and activity quantified prior to release. The
release values for this eveat are 0.4 Curies noble gas, and 8.4E-10 Curles Particulate and Iodine. At
no time were any dose rate 1;mits exceeded. Therefore there was no safety significance to this e *

E. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

The corrective actions for this event.are to impose stricter procedural controls on the ictions
required for head vent releases. Anticipated actions are as follows:

1. Revise 501-9 to include instructions for head vent releases. This will require 1(2)PR-09 to be
operable whenever a head vent is performed. (295-180-90-04501)

2. Revise ZCP-304 concerning the head vent release form to include requirements for 1(2)PR-07 to be
operable. (295-180-90-04502)

!

|: F. . EREVIOUS EVENTS

None
|

G. COMPONENT FAILURE DATA

None
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